Assembling Mini Books

Mini books offer valuable content information in a kid-friendly format. Each student can be given his or her own book to keep. They can also color, draw, or annotate the book as instructed by their teacher. These books also provide a great home link, as students can take them home and share the information they are learning with their parents.

To assemble a book follow these simple instructions.

1. Fold back
2. Then over
3. Nest together
4. Staple at the spine
Moon Drops have crisp bite with a naturally sweet, juicy flavor. They were created in 2004 through selective breeding of grapes—first green, and in unusual oblong shape. Some are for drying into raisins, others are for juicing, while some are grown for juicing. While you know there are other types of grapes a family's breakfast table, did you fresh-in a lunchbox, or a picnic, or on the go? Table grapes are meant to be eaten!

Table grapes come in many colors, textures, flavors, and sizes. With so many delicious choices, everyone can find a grape they love!
Sweet Carnival grapes are one of the newest grape varieties on the market, introduced in 2018 by a third-generation family farm in California. The grape was developed through a natural process that gives Sweet Carnival grapes their golden color, crisp texture, and sweet flavor.

Here in California, farmers produce 81 different types of table grapes. These different types are called varieties. When planting a vineyard, grape growers select varieties that fit the planting site and are likely to be popular at the grocery store.